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libsndfile (C source) → libsndfile.bc (LLVM Bytecode) → CsoundObj.js (Javascript File)

CsoundObj.c → CsoundObj.bc (LLVM Bytecode)
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- Allows the compilation of .csd, .orc, .sco files
- Csound may be controlled using software input channels, using webpage widgets or OSC; Web MIDI not yet supported in many browsers
- Live audio input is available, as is audio file input
- Potential to access full Csound API
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Emscripten and PNaCl Test Suites

**Emscripten**: http://eddyc.github.io/CsoundEmscripten

**PNaCl**: http://vlazzarini.github.io
Web Sequencer

http://fcahoon.github.io/seq/
http://csound-notebook.kunstmusik.com
ProcessingJS Example

http://www.kunstmusik.com/processingjs_example
Manual Example

OSC Demo

http://eddyce.github.io/CsoundEmscripten
Conclusions

- Emscripten: More ubiquitous, less performant, faster loading time, limited by Web Audio API
- PNaCI: More performant, less ubiquitous, design limitations with message passing
- Both technologies are actively developed
Future Work

- Continue to develop the two web API’s based on user requirements
- Look at unified API that can use either PNaCl or Emscripten builds, depending on what is available (also keep an eye on PepperJS)
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